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European Court of Auditors' Special Report No 16/2015

This briefing provides an overview of the key findings and recommendations of a recent European Court of Auditors'
Special Report on the internal energy market. It also summarises the European Commission's reaction to the report,
as well as the European Parliament's activities and position on the issue. It has been produced by the Policy Cycle
Unit of the European Parliamentary Research Service (EPRS), as part of its routine analytical work on the
implementation and operation of existing EU legislation, programmes and policies in practice.

1. Background
To strengthen the EU's internal energy market, a series of legislative initiatives have been adopted over time. The
first energy package started to open up the electricity and gas markets in 1996 and in 1998 respectively, while the
second energy package (2003) enabled customers to choose their energy suppliers. The package also required
Member States to set up a National Regulatory Authority (NRA). However, a 2007 European Commission inquiry
into the functioning of energy markets showed limited progress. For example, the enquiry showed that despite
unbundling efforts, network operators were still favouring their affiliated suppliers instead of newcomers.
Insufficient electricity interconnections and long-term contracts on gas transit pipelines also made market
integration difficult. National regulators often lacked the powers to adequately supervise energy markets,
particularly since access to data on energy generation and storage was limited.1

The third energy package was therefore adopted in 2009. This package included revised versions of two Directives
concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity (2009/72/EC) and natural gas (2009/73/EC); and two
sets of regulations relating to access to electricity (Regulation 714/2009) and gas networks (Regulation 715/2009).
The package aimed to strengthen EU readiness in case of shortage of energy supply and to increase competition via
additional unbundling measures to ensure a clear separation between network controller and energy supplier. The
package also established the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) (Regulation 713/2009) to
ensure effective cooperation between national regulatory authorities and to decide on cross-border issues when
requested to do so. The two Directives2 had to be transposed by March 2011, and although many Member States
missed the initial deadline, transposition is now considered complete across the EU.

In addition to these initiatives, the legislation on the security of supply of gas (Regulation 994/2010) and of
electricity (Directive 2005/89) also aimed to improve the internal market as well as safeguard supply in case of
disruption. As announced in the European Commission's Energy Union communication3 and reiterated in the 2016
Commission's work programme, these two pieces of legislation will be reviewed in 20164 along with legislative
proposals on electricity market design5 including a review of ACER's powers.

1 COM (2006) 841 the European Commission’s Prospects for the internal gas and electricity market was issued at the same time as the inquiry.
2 Directive 2009/72/EC and Directive 2009/73/EC
3 COM (2015) 080 A Framework Strategy for a Resilient Energy Union with a Forward-Looking Climate Change Policy
4 Electricity supply legislation: roadmap and Gas supply legislation roadmap
5 A roadmap to the accompanying evaluation of electricity market design was published in late 2015.

http://www.eca.europa.eu/Lists/ECADocuments/SR15_16/SR_ENERGY_SECURITY-EN.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/ALL/?uri=CELEX:52006DC0851
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1427460173749&uri=CELEX:32009L0072
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1427460224279&uri=CELEX:32009L0073
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1427460294914&uri=CELEX:32009R0714
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453114996034&uri=CELEX:32009R0715
http://www.acer.europa.eu/
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/LSU/?uri=CELEX:32009R0713
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1452767032093&uri=CELEX:32010R0994
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1430819289929&uri=CELEX:32005L0089
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=COM:2015:0080:FIN
http://ec.europa.eu/atwork/key-documents/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/atwork/key-documents/index_en.htm
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1454520872047&uri=CELEX:52006DC0841
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=COM:2015:0080:FIN
http://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/roadmaps/docs/2016_ener_026_cwp_electricity_security_of_supply_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/roadmaps/docs/2015_ener_017_revision_of_security_of_gas_supply_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/roadmaps/docs/2015_ener_061_evaluation_eu_electricity_market_en.pdf
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Energy, including energy security and integration, is one of the ten priorities of the Juncker Commission. Key
elements of the Commission's strategy were set out in the 2015 Energy Union Communication,6 which followed on
from the 2014 Communication on energy security.7 The Energy Union communication also included a report on
interconnectivity targets. The EU has set a target of ten per cent electricity interconnectivity by 2020, aiming for an
increase to 15 per cent by 2030. Some countries currently fall below the 2020 target but most are expected to
achieve it in time.8 Interconnections will mainly be achieved through prioritising the least interconnected regions,
with the Baltic region and the Iberian Peninsula highlighted as areas most in need of better cross-border
connections. The work will mainly be undertaken via Projects of Common Interest (PCIs) i.e. key infrastructure
projects. These may receive funding from the EU budget and can benefit from accelerated permit granting. The list
of PCIs is regularly revised and contained 248 projects in 2013 when first published with 13 of these expected to be
finalised by 2015 and another 62 to be finalised by 2017.9

Along with ACER, the European Network for Transmission System Operators for gas (ENTSO-G) and electricity
(ENTSO-E) are responsible for streamlining the energy markets through the development of common rules for
operators (network codes) which the European Commission then formally adopts. They also prepare one of the
main infrastructure planning instruments: the Ten-Year Network Development Plan (TYNDP).10

In its conclusions of 4 February 2011,11 the European Council set a deadline for the completion of the internal
energy market by 2014, stating that no Member State should remain isolated from gas and electricity networks
after 2015. The importance of achieving this completion has been reiterated several times. In particular, progress in
implementing existing legislation, better cooperation between regulators, prompt agreement of network codes and
increased infrastructure investments have been mentioned as key to achieving the internal market (see also EPRS
briefing12). The Council also asked for regular progress reports. The 2014 European Commission progress report
stressed that, although efforts were still needed to ensure a fully integrated market, important progress had been
made, such as wholesale electricity prices declining, consumers having a broader choice of energy suppliers and an
increase in cross-border energy trade.

2. Main findings from the European Court of Auditor's report
This report aims to assess how the EU's measures to promote an internal energy market and its spending on energy
infrastructure have impacted on energy security. The audit focused on the transport and storage of gas as well as
electricity transmissions. It did not include energy generation or energy efficiency. The report looked at actions
since 2007 and chose to focus on six Member States: Bulgaria, Estonia, Lithuania, Poland, Spain and Sweden. The
main rationale for the selection was geographical spread. In addition to reviewing the markets in these countries
and their cooperation with neighbouring states, the report also reviewed 15 specific EU co-financed projects in
detail. The fieldwork for this report was carried out from mid-2014 to mid-2015.

All in all the report concluded that the objective of completing the internal energy market by 2014 had not been
reached. The report further argued that the current infrastructure was insufficient to support a truly integrated
market, and that EU financial support has had a limited impact on achieving a properly working internal energy
market and energy supply security.

The report reviewed various areas aimed at increasing the integration of Member States' energy markets, to assess
their effectiveness in practice.

6 COM (2015) 080
7 COM (2014) 330
8 Ireland, Italy, Romania, Portugal, Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia, UK, Spain, Poland, Cyprus and Malta are currently under the 10% target. All are expected to

reach the target by 2020 apart from Cyprus and Spain. COM (2015) 082
9 For more info on PCIs see https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/infrastructure/projects-common-interest
10 See ENTSO-G TYNDP and for ENTSO-G and ENTSO-E TYNDP
11 https://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/pressdata/en/trans/119253.pdf
12 The European Council and Developments in the European Energy and Climate Policy

hhttp://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/LSU/?uri=CELEX:52015DC0080
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/LSU/?uri=CELEX:52014DC0330
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/pressdata/en/trans/119253.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2015/558795/EPRS_BRI(2015)558795_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2015/558795/EPRS_BRI(2015)558795_EN.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453295847786&uri=CELEX:52014DC0634
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/infrastructure/projects-common-interest
http://www.entsog.eu/publications/tyndp
https://www.entsoe.eu/major-projects/ten-year-network-development-plan/Pages/index.html
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/pressdata/en/trans/119253.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2015/558795/EPRS_BRI(2015)558795_EN.pdf
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2.1 Cooperation and standardisation
Implementation and cooperation – While all Member States had transposed the legislation included in the third
energy package, it was less clear whether all had done so as intended. The report saw cooperation between
Member States as key to a more integrated market, but noted that this was relatively rare. The report highlighted
the Nordic and Baltic states as a good example of regional cooperation. The increased need for cooperation had
also been highlighted by the European Commission itself.13

An open market – The third energy package introduced a clear separation between network operators and energy
suppliers/producers to facilitate new actors' access to markets. The case studies, however, showed that this
unbundling had not been sufficient to remove all barriers for new operators. Lack of transparent contracts and state
intervention could continue to hamper newcomers' access.

A common way of trading and operating – There were still large differences between how Member States traded in
energy. Although there were examples of regional markets with free trading, much of the energy exchange was tied
up in private non-transparent contracts or heavily regulated by Member States. In theory, the work to establish
network codes, or common ways to regulate how energy is transported across networks, should streamline the
trading mechanisms. However, few network codes had been agreed to date particularly in the area of electricity.
This report argued that the failure to reach agreement was partly due to Member States' reluctance to change
codes that were working for them, but also due to the European Commission not sufficiently prioritising this work.

The role of the regulators – The report noted that there was a substantial difference between National Regulatory
Authorities (NRAs) in terms of capacity and independence which affected both their performance and ability to
participate in pan-European activities. The same concerns were echoed in the European Commission's own progress
report on the internal market.14 A functioning market should have similar wholesale prices across countries, and
ACER had recently been tasked with monitoring integrity and transparency in the wholesale energy market (REMIT).
However, the study showed that ACER and many Member States were not yet prepared for the additional
undertakings under REMIT and that non-transparent trading mechanisms would make it difficult for ACER to access
data to properly assess all trading.

2.2 Internal market to support infrastructure
The case studies showed that the current infrastructure was insufficient to cope with the import/export demands as
well as the transit of energy expected in a truly internal market. In addition, the report found that existing indicators
to measure the effectiveness of energy supply systems may not be sufficient to identify the main infrastructure
gaps. A strengthening of in-house analytical capability to model energy demand would also contribute to a better
prioritisation of infrastructure needs.

Electricity – Increased interconnections between countries should lead to similar energy prices. The current aim is
that all Member States' cross-border interconnections should equate to 10% of a country's power capacity
generation by 2020. However, the case studies showed that the price convergence was not automatic with a
minimum interconnection target. For example Estonia and Latvia both had high interconnection rates but prices
remained different. In fact, price convergence should also be an indicator of market integration, and the current
disparity in energy price across the EU was further evidence that there was not yet a proper internal market. The
ECA report for example highlighted that 'the highest wholesale price is more than 85 per cent higher than the
lowest'.

Gas – The report argued that there has been too much focus on constructing natural gas pipelines to diversify
supply and that an alternative such as Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) might be a better option. In addition, current gas
demand forecast models used by the European Commission have been rather inaccurate, overestimating demand.

13 COM (2014) 330 European Energy Security Strategy
14 COM (2014) 634 Progress towards completing the Internal Energy Market

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1454578674330&uri=CELEX:52014DC0330
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1454521963688&uri=CELEX:52014DC0634
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This may again lead to a gap between actual needs and new infrastructure being developed. In terms of indicators
for security of gas supply, the report points out that the N1 rule,15 which obliges EU countries to have alternative
ways of acquiring gas if the main supplier is unavailable, is insufficient. The measure had no real impact on the gas
market as it was mainly an emergency measure. In addition, some countries did not comply fully with the N1
obligations, and in other cases the alternative supply route was still from the same national source, which did not
really offer a real alternative.

Figure 1 – Electricity wholesale price in 2014 in Member States with exchanges (euro/MWh)

Source: ECA, Special Report 16, improving the security of supply by developing the internal energy market, 2015

2.3 EU funding towards an internal energy market
Financing was the most contentious area of the report. The EU energy infrastructure is mainly financed by
Transmission System Operators (TSO) through consumer tariffs, i.e. the 'users pay' principle. The EU budget
investment in energy infrastructure is relatively small compared to TSO funding or European Investment Bank
funding. According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), 931 billion euro would be needed to improve the
electricity and gas networks in the EU during 2014-2035.16 Meanwhile, the EU allocated 3.7 billion euro to energy
infrastructure investments between 2007 and 2013, with a further 7.4 billion euro to be provided between 2014
and 2020. The report argued that this relatively modest funding compared to the total estimated need by IEA or the
European Commission17 meant that a well-designed funding selection process would be imperative and that
strengthening the internal market should be a key aim of this funding. This was not the case at the time of the
report.

The report reviewed several different funds managed by the European Commission:
Trans-European Networks for Energy (TEN-E) originated in the 1990s as a way to finance electricity and gas
projects. The 2013 TEN-E regulation sets out criteria for identifying PCIs.

The European Energy Programme for Recovery (EEPR) was established in 2009 to stimulate the economy via
infrastructure investments. The initial objective was to focus on mature projects that could quickly deliver economic
growth. However, the programme largely failed to achieve this initial objective, mainly because many of the
projects which received funding were not mature enough, and there were also delays in implementing agreed
projects.

Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) co-funds projects in the energy, transport and telecommunication sectors with the
private sectors. The European Commission's ability to target specific PCIs via this funding is somewhat limited, as
only projects that have been submitted via a call for proposal can be funded. PCIs which are not commercially viable
can receive financing from this fund.

15 https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/imports-and-secure-supplies/secure-gas-supplies
16 ECA: Improving the security of energy supply by developing the internal energy market, p. 16
17 COM (2010) 677

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/imports-and-secure-supplies/secure-gas-supplies
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European Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF) were allocated to eleven Member States between 2007 and 2013
with Poland receiving 63% of the allocations. Member States chose the projects that were funded and most went to
existing infrastructure projects.

In addition, 15 projects which received funding from the above funds were reviewed by ECA (ten gas and five
electricity) and only two were found to have had significant regional value. The EstLink 2 project provided electricity
interconnections between Finland and Estonia, overcoming technical challenges and leading to increased price
convergence. The other project was the France-Spain electricity interconnector. Other projects, such as the
NordBalt electricity interconnections between Sweden and Lithuania, were expected to be completed in 2016. In
total 1 785 million euro from EU funds have been spent on these fifteen projects so far.18 In terms of total spend,
according to the report, 11 075 million euro was allocated to infrastructure funding between 2007 and 2020.

Table 1: Projects reviewed in detail via ECAs audit

Electricity projects Project cost
(millions)

EU co-financing
(in millions)

Status (as of
June 2015 EU fund

France-Spain interconnectors €721 €225 Completed EEPR
Portugal-Spain reinforcement €136 €46 Completed EEPR
EstLink 2 interconnectors €320 €100 Completed EEPR
Nordbalt interconnectors €366 €175 Ongoing EEPR
LitPol19 interconnectors €660 €269 Ongoing ESIF/TEN-E

Gas projects Project cost
(millions)

EU co-financing
(in millions)

Status (as of
June 2015 EU fund

Bulgaria-Greece interconnector €220 €45 Ongoing EEPR
Bulgaria Romania interconnector €24 €9 Ongoing EEPR
Nabucco pipeline (planned) €7 900 (allocated) €200 Completed EEPR
Latvia-Lithuania interconnector €33 €13 Completed EEPR
Jurbarkas-Klaipeda pipeline (LI) €46 €21 Completed ESIF
Klaipeda-Kiemenai capacity enhancement (LI) €64 €28 Ongoing CEF
Swinuojscie LNG terminal €657 €254 Ongoing EEPR/ESIF
Gustorzyn-Odolanow pipeline €102 €49 Completed ESIF
GIPL interconnector €558 €306 Ongoing CEF
France-Spain interconnector €617 €45 Completed EEPR

Source: ECA, Special Report 16, Improving the security of supply by developing the internal energy market, 2015

3. ECA recommendations and the European Commission's reply
The European Commission accepted most of the recommendations, stating that it was already developing measures
along the lines of the recommendations:

- Complete non-conformity checks and open infringement cases if necessary;
- Ensure ACER has the necessary powers to carry out its work effectively;
- Promote the development of transparent trading mechanisms;
- Approve and implement network codes as soon as possible;
- Set electricity interconnection targets based on market needs and consider investing in alternatives to gas

pipelines, such as LNG terminals;
- Ensure existing cross-border energy infrastructure is optimised and consider setting up regional TSOs; and
- Develop EU level energy infrastructure needs assessment and involve the European Network for

Transmission System Operators for gas (ENTSO-G) and for electricity (ENTSO-E) in future infrastructure
planning.

18 This sum only includes money spent so far, while some of the sums in the table refer to money allocated or applied for.
19 Some of the EU co-funding, 58 million euro to CEF, was still subject to agreement
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The European Commission noted that its Energy Union project would address many of these issues, including
prioritising the enforcement of existing legislation and reviewing ACER. However, it also stressed that national
governments have the main responsibility for developing energy legislation.

The European Commission has already adopted legislation that should create harmonised trading mechanisms such
as the Capacity Allocation and Congestion Management (CACM)20 which came into force in August 2015; and the
adoption of network codes continues to be a priority. It acknowledged that the rate of price convergence was
behind expectations but that the main reason for this was a variety of state inventions favouring different forms of
electricity supply. While the 2020 interconnectivity targets were based on production capacity, the modelling of the
2030 electricity targets would be flexible enough to adjust to market needs. In terms of gas, a LNG strategy was
already scheduled for 2016. The European Commission was already working on improving existing infrastructure, as
was the case in South-East Europe, and encouraged regional cooperation. Needs based assessment, such as the gas
and electricity network plans (TYNDP), which also includes cost benefit analysis already exists.

Since ECA's report was published, the European Commission has issued its security of gas supply proposal which
included automatic notification to the Commission of gas contracts relevant to the security of supply which could
contribute to an increase in transparency. It also included changes to the way N1 is calculated, taking into account
not just capacity but also gas flow. The new LNG strategy noted that while storage capacity appeared sufficient,
action was needed to increase cross-border interconnections and regional cooperation to maximise the use of LNG.
(See forthcoming update to EPRS briefing on energy security and integration for more details).

The European Commission also agreed with the recommendation to Member States that they should safeguard
the independence of NRAs.

The European Commission partially accepted that it should strengthen its infrastructure needs assessment by:

- considering the development of in-house capacity to model energy markets; and
- improving its prioritisation process relating to Projects of Common Interest (PCIs).

The European Commission agreed that modelling future needs was important, but noted that in-house analytical
and modelling capabilities was very resource-intensive and that the current model using ENTSO with supervision
from ACER was a more effective alternative. Improving planning procedures forms part of the regular cooperation
between stakeholders and PCIs were seen as a helpful tool to identify urgent projects. However, improved analysis
would be in place by the end of 2016, when the ENTSOs should present an interlinked electricity and gas network
model.

The European Commission did not accept the last recommendation, to make legislative proposals on how to select
infrastructure projects for funding so that the 'proper and continuous functioning of the internal energy market'
becomes a condition for funding. The European Commission argued that such a rigid process would become too
complex to implement in a legally enforceable manner and might stifle the development of key infrastructure
projects.

4. The European Parliament's position
The Parliament has long called for the strengthening of the internal market and for strategic planning of energy
infrastructure. This is evidenced in a variety of resolutions adopted by the Parliament, such as the resolution on
'Energy Infrastructure Priorities for 2020 and beyond' on 5 July 2011, when the Parliament called for strategic
planning of energy infrastructure at EU level. The Parliament has also particularly supported the creation of ACER
and championed unbundling as a way of making energy prices more competitive for consumers, and obtained

20 CACM ‘sets out rules for calculating cross-border capacity, defining and reviewing bidding zones and operating day ahead and intraday markets’, see
https://www.entsoe.eu/major-projects/network-code-development/capacity-allocation-and-congestion-management/Pages/default.aspx

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/1_EN_ACT_part1_v10.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/1_EN_ACT_part1_v10-1.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&language=EN&reference=P7-TA-2011-318
https://www.entsoe.eu/major-projects/network-code-development/capacity-allocation-and-congestion-management/Pages/default.aspx
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recognition of the term 'energy poverty',21 i.e. where a household cannot afford to heat their home properly
without falling below the poverty line.

In its resolution on 'Making the Internal Energy Market Work' of 10 September 2013, the Parliament called for
better and more efficient funding and for the European Commission to give priority to funding projects with the
greatest impact on the internal market. In a resolution on 15 December 2015 on 'Achieving the 10 per cent
Electricity Interconnection Target – Making Europe's electricity grid fit for 2020', the Parliament called for a holistic
approach to needs assessments and for PCIs to be developed in a more transparent and accountable way.
Parliament invited the European Commission to report on the progress of the 10 per cent interconnectivity target as
part of the general reporting commitment under the Energy Union framework. It also called for ACER's powers to be
strengthened and for the agency to be able to recruit additional staff. This was seen as particularly important to
enable ACER to fulfil its monitoring responsibilities under REMIT. Parliament reminded the European Commission of
the importance of energy coupling at EU level and urged for a swift adoption of network codes.

In a related resolution on 15 December 2015 'Towards a European Energy Union', the Parliament called for a pan-
European electricity grid and gas network and regretted that the ENTSOs were too dependent on budget allocations
from national TSOs, which could threaten their ability to act independently.

5. Written questions by Members of the European Parliament
Members of Parliament have closely monitored the area of energy with a wide range of questions on the internal
market, infrastructure projects, PCIs, ENTSOs, security of supply, TEN-E, TSOs, funding and more country specific
aspects. A selection of these questions can be found below.22

Written question by MEP Theresa Griffin (S&D) on 23 April 2015
The question reminds the European Commission that while PCIs can receive funding from the Connection Europe
Facility fund, acquiring PCI status is lengthy and this may prevent innovative projects from being granted funding. A
speedier process to gaining PCI status would mean a quicker access to funding.
Answer by the European Commission on 11 June 2015
The European Commission points out that the process to acquire PCI status is regulated by legislation (Regulation
(EU) No 347/2013) and that the PCI list is updated every two years, but that there are other sources of funding for
infrastructure projects.

Written question by Ildikó Gáll-Pelcz (PPE), András Gyürk (PPE) on 20 January 2014
Given that that the internal energy market is not yet fully functioning, how is the European Commission supporting
Member States and NRAs to ensure security of supply and consumer protection?
Answer by the European Commission on 14 March 2014
The European Commission provided guidance to Member States on security of supply in its 2013 Communication
'Delivering the internal electricity market'.23 It also coordinates a number of stakeholder fora where Member States
and NRA participation and feedback is crucial.

6. Discharge procedure
A working document 'Improving the security of energy supply by developing the internal energy market: more
efforts needed' published on 21 December 2015 by the European Parliament's Committee on Budgetary Control
included recommendations for possible inclusions in the European Commission's discharge report. These included a

21 http://www.europarl.europa.eu/atyourservice/en/displayFtu.html?ftuId=FTU_5.7.2.html
22 Some of the additional questions can be found here: E-015823/2015, E-015439/2015, E-009025/2015, E-007670/2015, E-002098/2015, E-
000054/2015, E-010860/2014, E-005549/2013, E-007748/2013, P-004013/2013, E-007199/2012, E-002759/2011, E-015270/2015, E-011972/2015, E-
007371/2014, E-001009/2014, E-000939/2014, E-013599/2013, E-012020/2013, E-011798/2013, E-001158/2011, E-010125/2010, H-0423/2010
23 COM(2013) 7243 https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/com_2013_public_intervention_en.pdf

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&language=EN&reference=P7-TA-2013-344
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&language=EN&reference=P8-TA-2015-0445
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&language=EN&reference=P8-TA-2015-0444
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-%2f%2fEP%2f%2fTEXT%2bWQ%2bE-2015-006598%2b0%2bDOC%2bXML%2bV0%2f%2fEN&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getAllAnswers.do?reference=E-2015-006598&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-%2f%2fEP%2f%2fTEXT%2bWQ%2bE-2014-000481%2b0%2bDOC%2bXML%2bV0%2f%2fEN&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getAllAnswers.do?reference=E-2014-000481&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/atyourservice/en/displayFtu.html?ftuId=FTU_5.7.2.html
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-%2f%2fEP%2f%2fNONSGML%2bWQ%2bE-2015-015823%2b0%2bDOC%2bWORD%2bV0%2f%2fEN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-%2f%2fEP%2f%2fNONSGML%2bWQ%2bE-2015-015439%2b0%2bDOC%2bWORD%2bV0%2f%2fEN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-%2f%2fEP%2f%2fTEXT%2bWQ%2bE-2015-009025%2b0%2bDOC%2bXML%2bV0%2f%2fEN&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-%2f%2fEP%2f%2fTEXT%2bWQ%2bE-2015-007670%2b0%2bDOC%2bXML%2bV0%2f%2fEN&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-%2f%2fEP%2f%2fTEXT%2bWQ%2bE-2015-002098%2b0%2bDOC%2bXML%2bV0%2f%2fEN&language=EN
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call for Member States to invest appropriately in infrastructure and to strengthen interconnections between
Member States and for the European Commission to increase its funding to ACER.

7. Conclusion
The Court of Auditors' report found that although progress had been made, the objective of completing the internal
energy market by 2014 had not been reached, and that more and better targeted infrastructure initiatives were
needed.

A generally broad agreement exists between ECA and the European Commission about what the priorities are to
increase the effectiveness of the internal energy market, i.e. increase regional cooperation, improve cross-border
capacity and review ACER's powers. The European Commission's Energy Union framework will be the main
instrument to increase implementation, strengthen European cooperation and harmonise standards across energy
networks. However, given that the composition of the energy market is within the remit of Member States, their
individual priorities will also influence any Europe-wide efforts.

While agreeing with ECA that an EU-level infrastructure needs assessment was important, the European
Commission did not see the need to bring more analytical capacity in-house. In terms of funding, while more
rigorous funding criteria will come into force in 2016, the European Commission disagrees with ECA that legislation
is needed to ensure that key infrastructure projects benefit the internal market, arguing that flexibility in EU funding
is key to success.

Given that most legislative proposals planned for Energy Union have yet to come, it will be important to monitor to
what extent these initiatives meet the concerns outlined by ECA in this report and reflect the demands made by
Parliament in its recent resolutions.

8. Other information sources

ACER Annual Reports – see http://www.acer.europa.eu/Pages/ACER.aspx
ENTSOs http://www.entsog.eu and https://www.entsoe.eu
EPRS
Energy Security and Integration, Gertrud Malmersjo, Implementation Appraisal, European Parliamentary Research
Service, June 2015
European Energy Security, Alex Wilson, At a Glance, European Parliamentary Research Service, June 2015
The cost of non-Europe in the single market for energy cost of non-Europe report: European added value, del
Monte, Micaela, European Parliamentary Research Service, European Added Value Unit, PE 504.466, 2013
IEA – see http://www.iea.org
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